**SUGGESTED WALKING ROUTES – SECTION 1**

**SUN PLAN**

**SECTION 1 – RED SQUARE**
- Facing the stage, exit Healy Lawn to the right
- Follow the walking path past Copley Hall (Copley Hall will be on the left)
- Veer left at the end of the path and you will see the chairs set up in the square

**Accessible**
- Facing the stage, exit Healy Lawn to the right
- Follow the walking path past Copley Hall (Copley Hall will be on the left)
- Veer left at the end of the path and you will see the chairs set up in the square

**RAIN PLAN**

**SECTION 1 – ICC GALLERIA**
- Exiting through the front doors of McDonough Arena, go through the tent, turn left and walk past the construction site, turning left at the end.
- Continue straight and make a right so that the football field is on your left.
- Walk past the football field (field will be on the left).
- At the end of the road, turn left and walk up the hill past Harbin Hall and past the back of ICC.
- When you reach the parking garage entrance on the left, turn right and follow the path.
- At the end of the path, turn right, go under the arch and you have arrived at Red Square.

**Accessible**
- Guests should take one of the shuttles located outside McDonough Pavilion
- The shuttles will drop guests off at the east side of Leavey Center.
- Follow the road and ICC Galleria will be the building on the left.
- Take the door on the southwest corner of ICC, following the signs for the elevator.
- Take the elevator to the “3rd/Ground Floor”.

**HYBRID PLAN**
(Main Ceremony follows sun plan; Diploma Distribution sites follow rain plan)

**SECTION 1 – ICC GALLERIA (SAME AS WALKING DIRECTIONS FOR SUN PLAN)**
- Facing the stage, exit Healy Lawn to the right
- Follow the walking path past Copley Hall (Copley Hall will be on the left)
- Veer left at the end of the path and walk into Red Square
- The ICC Galleria will be on the left; walk through the main entrance to reach the diploma site

**Accessible**
- Facing the stage, exit Healy Lawn to the right
- Follow the walking path past Copley Hall (Copley Hall will be on the left)
- Veer left at the end of the path and walk into Red Square
- The ICC Galleria will be on the left; walk through the main entrance to reach the diploma site